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Ultra-short pulse laser pump-probe
experiments have been perfonned on gold
metal targets in a pump intensity range 2xl012
to 5xl013 W/cm2. We measured the'time-
positive and negative ions, and we believe this
is the first suggestion of an electronegative
plasma (made up of positive ions, negative
ions and very few free electrons) produced by
laser irradiation.
A more complete account of this work,
including details of the laser system, will be
found in Refs. (l, 2).
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resolved s and p-polarized reflectivity (rs' rp)
and the phase difference 0 between s- and p-
polarized reflected beams. From these
measurements we obtain two ratios,
_ Irp l2 _ 2Irsllrplsin(8)
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When plotted as Y versus X, the data follow
approximately the same curve in the (X,Y)
plane, even for different pump laser intensities.
Although the input energy is about 40 eV/atom,
and although the plasma expansion is rapid (up
to 10 kmIsec, corresponding to 100 eV kinetic
energy for a gold atom), the measurements are
consistent with a semi-transparent blow-off
with atomic polarizability
Figure 1. Schematic target geometry
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Figure 2. Representative experimental results
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We attribute this behavior to expansion
cooling and recombination in the expanding
plasma. Solutions of the Saba equation
predict recombination and formation of gold
negative ions and a low density of free
electrons in the low-density vapor.
Hydrodynamic simulation with a non-ideal
equation of state including the effect of
recombination combined with numerical
solution of Maxwell's equations for the s- and
p-polarized probe beams approximately
reproduce the experimental results.
According to the Saba equation, the
expanding gold vapor contains a few percent
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